


SCULPT : PROJECT SEQUENCE

1. TRAILER LAUNCH
The trailer very soon becomes a global sensation with people eagerly awaiting 

its release, just like they would await an American blockbuster.

2. PRESS RELEASE
It has now been officially announced: the movie will only be shown in LACMA’s 

Bing Theater.

3. BING THEATER SCREENING
The Bing Theater has been reconfigured: 1 screening room only for 1 single 
audience member. The movie watches the viewer exactly as it itself is watched. 
A catalogue is published on that occasion, including a possible movie editing 

in the form of vignettes.

4. END OF SCREENINGS
Screenings come to an end. / The project is over in LACMA.

5. THE ONLY MASTER COPY HAS DISAPPEARED
The master copy of the movie is now part of the Voodoo Spiritual Temple’s 

collection, under the care of the Voodoo Queen Priestess Miriam. 

6. BLACK MARKET
Illegal copies circulate, bootlegs are sold, and worldwide, underground 

screenings are organized.

7. DOCUMENTARY
A documentary on the movie Sculpt is released in movie theaters: 

‘A film about the film’.  
 



SCULPT : NOTE 

ANNOUNCEMENT

The first stage involves the Sculpt movie and project announcement using 
codes that are specific to the cinema industry, and especially to blockbusters: 
the trailer shown suggests that the movie is a refined science-fiction movie 
aiming at a wide audience. All the networks and systems implemented by 
the film-making industry are therefore employed; be it specialized written 
press, blogs and websites dedicated to cinema, content-sharing and trailer 
viewing platforms or even screenings of the trailer in movie theaters. Very 
shortly (after about 4 weeks), the trailer of the movie Sculpt becomes a viral 
sensation: the video garners a million views. Such results can indeed be 
guaranteed nowadays, especially when setting up a solid marketing plan with 
the assistance of a specialized advertising agency. In addition, August 1st 
2016 being announced as the movie release date, the movie is automatically 
associated with Hollywood big budget productions often launched in summer 
and particularly in August.

The one million views objective now having been reached, no other detail 
regarding the movie release will filter through. This blockbuster-oddity due 
to be released on August 1st 2016 therefore remains a complete mystery. 
This piece of information and the most appealing trailer are the only objects 
press and social networks can bank on, entertaining the spectator’s desire and 
the wider audience’s will to finally access this most longed-for movie. Just 
when expectations are at their highest and as the movie has become a true 
global sensation, the press release reveals the only venue which will screen 
the movie: the BING THEATER in LACMA, purposely reconfigured as a one 
audience member only movie theater. 

THE MOVIE AND THE PROJECT 

The movie then highlights a new market seemingly based on pursuing and 
commercializing moments, or ‘masterpieces’. Just as the movie release 
seemed to mimic a blockbuster release (including a cast of movie actors and 
icons and an original soundtrack by the legendary band ‘’The Residents’’), 
the movie story mimics a market not so unfamiliar to us: the art market, with 
its producers, silent partners and dealers eager for rare and precious objects. 
This very mimicry represents a fundamental element within the project as 
it contributes to building up the tension around the movie release and the 
project as a whole. And in an era which sees more and more artists turning to 
blockbusters, Sculpt offers an opposite movement, drawing on cinema as a 
way to go back to contemporary artistic creation, and stands unambiguously 
as an artist’s signature.

This is true in many respects:

First of all, the moments and ‘masterpieces’ depicted in the movie narrative 
have indeed been created. Be it blank 16mm reels bewitched by the voodoo 
priestess Miriam Chamani (which will be used to shoot the next part of the 
movie), the mental architecture designed by Claude Parent, the recording 
of an actress’ cerebral activity while wandering within her own dreams, 
the legend of the old man who managed to print fireflies’ luminescence on 
film, a factory producing clouds (in collaboration with NASA) or a couple 
producing light when reaching orgasm. All these experiences have indeed 
been conducted. The movie is not just a fiction, it works as a lever between 
the fictional space and our reality.
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Moreover, the restriction of screenings in time and space, the movie theater 
transformation or the vanishing and inaccessibility of the only master copy 
(the latter being kept by one of the greatest living voodoo priestess in the 
Voodoo Spiritual Temple in New-Orleans) all seem to lend to the movie itself 
a rarity and preciousness peculiar to the objects whose story is depicted here. 
Additionally, the suggested idea of perceiving the movie itself as one of the 
‘masterpieces’ it does depict becomes more complex and denser when one 
pays further attention to certain actions: the spell cast over the reels which 
are actually used to shoot the next part of the movie, the announcement of a 
black market being organized (which could potentially be counterproductive) 
contribute to turning this project into some sort of urban legend.

The ‘Sculpt’ project is in fact similar to a Mobius strip: inside and outside, 
reality and fiction are all gathered on one single surface. 

Besides, the suggested tête-à-tête (one spectator only per screening) is another 
fundamental aspect of the project. The movie which is said to be magnetic 
(and really is), watches its spectator and, in this way, mimics the spectator. 
By reproducing the cinematographic ritual (a movie theater, lights out, a start 
/ an end), the movie theater falls into the field of sculpture through the tête-
à-tête. And this is precisely why the title ‘’Sculpt’’ is in use.  By definition, a 
‘’sculpture’’ is an object around which one can revolve. For the first time, a 
movie is therefore transcended into a project around which people can move. 
As a whole, it forms a voluminous set able to carve, to shape (in a sculptural 
sense), its own history, its own folklore.

In conclusion, what one must understand and draw from the whole Sculpt 
process is that the actual story (be it the plot or the staging production around 
the movie) is in fact the remaining metanarrative around this object: all the 
systems and stories constitute a current, contemporary and experimental 
fiction. For this reason, a book presenting a possible editing of the movie will 
be published at the time of the movie release and a documentary directed by 
Heinz Peter Schwerfel, on the whole project, the whole phenomenon and its 
consequences will be later released as a film about the film.



SCULPT : SHOOTING

1. Loris Gréaud with the Voodoo Queen Priestess Miriam Chamani and her 
Voodoo Spiritual Temple, during the shooting of Sculpt, July, 2015. 

2. Loris Gréaud and Claude Parent, during shooting preparation of Sculpt, 
July, 2015. Loris Gréaud, Claude Parent and Pascal Greggory during the 
shooting of Sculpt, September 2015. 

3. Loris Gréaud and Randy (The Residents), during the shooting of Sculpt, 
May 2015. Loris Gréaud, Don Hardy (Director of Theority of Obscurity 
documentary on The Residents), and Homer Flynn (The Residents 
spokesman and director of the Cryptic Corporation).

4. Loris Gréaud, Abel Ferrara and his team, during the shooting of Sculpt, 
October 2014.  
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SCULPT : EXAMPLE OF PRESS RELEASE

Sculpt is scarcely a social science fiction movie. It depicts an international market 
getting organized around new shapes and experiences, all the more sought-after as 
they are almost unattainable. Thought recording and fascination for the inner space 
are no longer fantasies but truly the object of a global market which revels in a quest 
for these very moments of pure intensity, beauty experiences, thought and obsessions.

The movie recounts how this ecosystem equipped with new ‘’traders’’, middlemen, 
buyers, ‘’collectors’’ and ‘’producers’’ is structured and how this elite group sets 
up experiences whose unique object is a search for the masterpiece of its nature. 
This world develops in broad daylight, in all actuality, whereas its resources remain 
hidden as no one suspects what is woven behind those ‘’objects’’ and the social 
polish characteristic of this world. In parallel, its counterpoint gets organized: a black 
market of impure experiences, a violent and dystopian world.

The movie follows a character - a man whom we don’t know much about - who will be 
caught at his own game when trying to infiltrate this world and find out about its rules 
by devoting himself to collecting those experiences before designing them through his 
contacts with the producers, and finally selling them. Each time, he further develops 
the very concept of what experiencing beauty, thought or obsession can be, despite 
the risks the subjects are exposed to in the long term. He believes that he can govern 
the game of supply and demand in this new world, dictate the rules and criteria which 
will lead to its stabilization but he soon loses control of it. He will soon discover that 
the inner spaces limits and the market representing them are now just as one.

Written and directed by Loris Gréaud
Starring: Charlotte Rampling, Kristin Scott Thomas, Kenneth Anger, Pascal 
Grégory, Randy (The Residents), Abel Ferrara, Michael Lonsdale...
Original soundtrack: THE RESIDENTS
Running time: changeable. 

Release date: August 1st 2016.
PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Within a few weeks, the movie Sculpt has become a true sensation. LACMA (the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art) is pleased to announce its release on August 1st 
2016 in the prestigious Bing Theater. Located only a few kilometres from Hollywood 
movie studios, the theater will be the only authorized venue to screen the movie. 

On this occasion, the Bing Theater, dedicated to the movie Sculpt for an undetermined 
period of time, will be reconfigured for one audience member only. Each screening 
will constitute a full-fledged experience: a meeting, a unique tête-à-tête with this 
movie which seems to watch its visitor exactly as it itself is watched and which 
seems to contaminate its entourage a bit more with each showing. 

Doomed to disappear, screenings will continue until the only master copy of the 
movie vanishes and reaches the Voodoo Spiritual Temple where it will stay forever 
with the Voodoo Queen Priestess Miriam Chamani.

Rare and sought-after, a series of bootlegs and stolen clips from the movie will 
reappear occasionally via a black market, during exceptional illegal screenings 
throughout the world. Sculpt will thus become one of the obsessions whose story it 
endeavoured to describe.

© Loris Gréaud, LACMA, 2016. 

Inquiries can be sent to the following email address: infos@sculptmovie.com
No interview will be given by the director, the organizers or the actors.

LACMA Bing Theater will have 5 successive daily screenings at 10am, 12pm, 2pm, 
4pm and 6pm. There will be a night-time screening every Thursday at 8pm. Each 
screening will be open to one spectator at a time, bookings may be made on the day 
at the museum box office. Screenings are free and open to all subject to availability.



SCULPT : THE BING THEATER - CURRENT LAYOUT. 



SCULPT : THE BING THEATER - ADJUSTEMENT FOR THE MOVIE SCULPT. 
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SCULPT : THE BING THEATER - PREVIEW.



SCULPT : THE BING THEATER - PREVIEW.



SCULPT : RETROPLANNING

OCTOBER 1ST, 2016: 
FIRST UNDERGROUND SCREENINGS / CIRCULATION OF ILLEGAL COPIES.

AUGUST 31ST, 2016: 
END OF THE BING THEATER SCREENINGS, DISAPPEARENCE OF THE MASTER. 

AUGUST 1ST, 2016: 
THEATER RELEASE OF THE MOVIE SCULPT, ONLY IN THE BING THEATER. 

JULY 15ND TO JULY 31ST, 2016: 
ADUSTEMENT OF THE BING THEATER. 

MAY 2ND TO MAY 15ND, 2016: 
MASTER ENCODING

MAY 1ST, 2016: 
TRAILER LAUNCH

APRIL 15ND TO APRIL 31ST, 2016:
MOVIE SUBTITLES

MARCH 1ST TO APRIL 15ND, 2016:
COLOR EDITING

SOUND MIX
(MOVIE + TRAILER)

JANUARY 1ST TO FEBRUARY 28ND, 2016:
MOVIE AND TRAILER EDITING

OCTOBER 1ST TO DECEMBER 31ST, 2015: 
SHOOTING

SEPTEMBER 18ND, 2016: 
CHÂTELET SHOOTING. 
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